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Abstract — With the rapid expansion and evolution of the field of computing number of connected devices and number of people getting access to internet are rising in an exorbitant rate day by day. All these IOT devices and people are generating huge amounts of data. Mobile phones, big data, internet of things (IOT) are making it totally impractical for people to be aware of the means in which their data can potentially be collected, processed and used. Because of this overwhelming number of privacy related threats and issues are rising day by day. Users are unable to adequately manage their privacy settings. The aim of this study is to investigate the different privacy related issues, how those issues arise and a solution to alleviate these rising issues. People are in need of an intuitive, effective and easy to manage solution to alleviate these issues with their own minimum intervention. According to literatures, most concerning privacy issues are related with mobile phones, internet of things devices and online tracking. Finally, the study conclude that Personalized Privacy Assistant is the optimum solution for all these concerns. This paper had summarized the most important core functionalities that the privacy assistant must include for the android platform in order to cater the ever-expanding number of privacy related issues and concerns.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the rapid evolution and expansion of technology, more and more people gain access to the internet by means of a computing device. Out of the 7.6 billion people, 4.2 billion have some sort of access to the internet. All these users are leaving a digital footprint in each and every website, application and service they use and interact with. Apart from the people the Internet of Things are also generating huge amounts of data. So developers are using different techniques in order to make use of these digital footprints left by the users which are then processed in order to identify the users behaviours, preferences, personal overviews, personal insights etc. The data generated by the IOT devices are also used by the developers to harness some important metrics.

Mobile phone adoption, IOT devices and big data are the main reasons for the rising number of privacy related issues in the present world. Online trackers are used in order to make targeted advertisement for the specific users, in order to customize websites and search results, tailored recommendations and better understand the userbase through analytics. So this has been a widespread practice for an increasingly personalized user experience. But people are lacking the awareness about the background processes that deliver these services. There is an ever expanding eco system build around mobile phones. Smartphone had revolutionized the way people access internet and the computing industry is having an exponential growth due to the adoption of mobile phones. Smart phone applications are used to enhance the functionalities and make the peoples day to day life easier. These applications consist of a privacy policy which are intended to describe the smartphone app’s data collection and usage practices. However not all apps have privacy policies. Its hard to evaluate the apps’ privacy practices for users, regulators and privacy organizations without a proper privacy policy. The mobile applications request certain permissions. The permissions are mainly requested in order to deliver a core functionality of the application or else for the purpose of analytics or to serve personalized information with the advertising networks. There are also a growing number of API’s involve in accessing sensitive functional data of users. There are over 130 permissions in the android eco system. So its really impractical for the users to review and adjust all these permission settings on their own.

There is a rising need of better understanding of how the people feel about the privacy implications of IoT and the circumstances where they prefer to be notified about the data collection. In the IoT field there is a need for transparency, control and new methods to ensure that individual privacy requirements are met.

So the above discussed privacy issues and concerns had highlighted the need of this sort of a research around privacy practices. There is an urgent need for a proper solution to overcome these issues without a major intervention from the users end. There had been a substantial amount of research efforts devoted into finding an adaptive and effective solution for this. So there is a rising need of a more scalable solution that can empower users to regain appropriate control of their data.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Online Tracking

Online tracking has become a widespread practice that is used in most of the fields in computing (Melicher et al., 2016). Particularly the internet requires the users to disclose their personal information online for various reasons. The main intention behind online tracking is to have a more personalized user experience and more effective methods of advertising. Due to this users have significant privacy concerns and the policy initiatives have trouble in establishing a proper guideline for this. Most studies have suggested that users preferences in this regard are so complex and diverse making it really difficult to capture and categorize (Joinson et al., 2010). The research community had achieved a certain general understanding in this regard but a precise understanding of these factors are necessary in order to develop an effective technical solution. There must be a proper examination of actual web browsing situation of user in order to get the inner workings of these.

B. Mobile Phones

Smart phone adoption had revolutionized the computing industry in the past decade. More and more people got hold of a computing device through the wide adoption and massive cost reduction of this portable computing device. To extend the functionality of the smart phone, applications are developed by various developers. The growth of the number of mobile apps had also fuelled by the increasing number of APIs made available to developers (Liu et al., 2014). These APIs can access the sensitive information of the users such as current location, contact list, call logs likewise. These are the reasons behind the rise of the security and privacy risks that had risen in the present. According to the recent studies it states that user’s willingness to grant a given permission to a given mobile app is strongly influenced by the purpose associated with the certain permission (Balebako et al., 2014). As an example, granting of permission to access location data by a certain application will depend on whether it is needed by one of the core functionalities in the application or else for the purpose of analytics or serving advertisements. There is a restriction in the android applications that the sensitive resources can only be accessed if the corresponding permissions are declared in their manifest files and obtain authorization from users to use them at the time of installation.

When considering the plethora of permissions in mobile applications and users have a totally diverse set of privacy preferences. (Lin et al., n.d.) These preferences can be clustered together into few profiles which will fit with the entire population. This will save a lot of tedious work for the users, so that they don't need to review each and every permission.

Privacy nudges are great method to keep the users informed about the ongoing workings in the background. By using the nudges with the appropriate details is so much important for the users. So this will effectively increase the user’s privacy awareness and motivate them to review and adjust their permissions.

C. Internet Of Things Devices

When considering the Internet of Things devices, they are consisted of physical devices from sensors that people voluntarily wear or carry with them to network connected thermostats and the street lights that counts the number of people that pass by. These devices are bringing new services, increase convenience for the humanity, improve efficiency and in return they are also bringing serious privacy and security risks. (Emami-Naeini et al., n.d.) So the best way is to give the insight to the users about the process of data collection and usage of them. Some people are fine with cameras or CCTV recordings of outdoors in public spaces but they express contempt when installing video surveillance inside the home (Atzori et al., 2010). Its totally an individual’s privacy preference. Most of the people may feel comfortable with location being tracked for the purpose of traffic prediction but may consent it if their location data is retained and used in an anonymized form. Aggregated data from the IOT devices can provide a wealth of knowledge for important aspects like disaster management, customer sentiment analysis, smart cities and bio surveillance.

Based on (Perera et al., n.d.) researches and IT professionals are paying more attention towards the IoT technologies, business models associated with them and potential regulatory efforts to ensure that a more secure and privacy preserved IoT data management techniques are developed. The sheer number of IoT devices that will be installed in the future is the most crucial factor that will led to the massive rise in privacy threats. Since there might be more and more devices if there is no proper regulation in the future there will be a huge threat in connection with privacy issues due to IoT devices.

III. DISCUSSION

According to the above literatures, most concerning privacy issues are related with the internet of things devices, smart phones and online tracking. So these privacy issues must be minimized by developing an effective and intuitive personalized privacy assistant.
A. Privacy in the Internet of things

So as discussed above the internet of things are the network of network of massive number of objects, sensors or devices. By 2020 there might be 50 to 100 billion devices connected to the internet. So these will produce massive amount of big data for analysis and knowledge extraction.

In the future in IOT era there may be two models on which the data will be handle (Leon et al., 2013)

1. Some consumers will be willingly to pay to use services to ensure that their privacy will be protected
2. Rest will provide the data under some limitations and conditions

Some common research questions that the researches came across were categorized into 5 main categories (Liu et al., 2014)

- User Consent Acquisition – How the privacy policies and terms related to IoT are presented to the users.
- Control, Customization and Freedom of choice – How the users are given the control and management of their data
- Promise and reality – How to ensure that the service providers won’t use the data for other than what the users are given permission to
- Anonymity technology – How to preserve the anonymity of users throughout the data lifecycle
- Security – How to protect the data throughout its data lifecycle

Third party application developers have a certain responsibility to make their apps secured. Government bodies and regulatory bodies must lead and enforce standardization and proper legal terms. Individual consumers and non-consumers must be also well concerned about the regulations.

B. Privacy in mobile applications

App publishers must provide a privacy policy and notify users about there app’s privacy practices. But the users are totally uncomfortable with the sheer number of permissions associated with most apps. Privacy policies in the smartphone apps are intended to describe the app’s
data collection and usage practices. So some researchers had carried out researches like out of the total apps in the playstore how many of those are comprise of a privacy policy. By using crawling mechanisms they had identified the apps that consist of a privacy policy (Lin et al., 2012). Only 63.1% of the apps on the playstore are link to a privacy policy. But they had crawled the playstore in three successive periods with a gap of two to three months and they had noticed the google’s actions are contributing to an increase in the percent of apps with a privacy policy. Based on (Liu et al., 2014) 4.8 million users the research was carried out. And each user had an average of 22 apps installed. Some users agreed on certain permissions and some have a diverging preference.

In the figure the top corner corresponds to 100% of users ‘allow’ an app permission and bottom left correspond to 100% of users ‘ask’ to be prompted for an app permission and bottom right correspond to users select ‘deny’. While many dots, are concentrated on top and bottom right corners. So the users have a more bias towards either granting permission or denying the permission. This shows that simple classifiers could be built to predict the users app permission decisions.

Another research (Zimmeck et al., 2017) was carried out to analyse and predict the compliance with the privacy requirements. There analysis was carried out with the base of 17991 free android apps. It was carried out with the combination of machine learning based privacy policy analysis with the static code analysis of apps. On there results 71% lack a privacy policy and 9050 apps that has a certain policy also had many inconsistencies between the app policy and the internal functioning determined through the static code analysis.

It’s really hard to verify whether an application behaves exactly according to the law and its privacy policy. Some researches had used some machine learning techniques and static analysis to identify these inconsistencies.

It mainly advances in 3 main areas such as transparency of data practices, more scalability as a whole eco system and automating the mobile app privacy compliance analysis.

We can obtain a great insight into the users level of concernment in regarding to permissions by going through the Figure 6. Using contact details for the purpose of serving advertisement is the major threat that led the users to be uncomfortable. Users are very less concerned for using for the purpose of analytics.

C. Designing Personalized Privacy Assistant

Android operating systems had introduced new mechanisms to inform users about the data accessed by apps and give them a certain degree of control. Just-in-time privacy nudges are there to inform the users by
using a permission manager running under the hood but this is totally ineffective. Since the users won’t have a time to go through all these and tweak the settings according to their preferences (Gibler et al., 2012). So the aim of this study is to propose an effective and intuitive Personalized Privacy Assistant that can actively support the users.

First a field study was conducted by letting a set of android users to use their phones for a period of 1 week and they were provided with privacy nudges daily to increase the awareness and let them tweak the settings over the course of 1 week. Then profiles were build based upon them. After that data was analysed using machine learning algorithms and they were implemented in to the solution Personalized Privacy Assistant. So this is capable of capturing user preferences and suggesting personalized recommendation of app permission settings. Figure 7 depicts the number of recommendations notified to the user and the ones that were accepted. Overall user accept 73.7% of all recommendations and only 5.6% of settings were changed back. Therefore, there is a high satisfaction level among the users towards this Personalized Privacy Assistant.

In this study there are two teams known as control and treatment team. The data are collected regarding the preferences over a week from the control team and then those collected data are analysed using machine learning techniques. The generated model was applied to the Personalized Privacy Assistant and results were tested out with the treatment team.

By analysing the final results of the above studies and the research carried out regarding to these rising privacy issues we can conclude that Personalized Privacy Assistants is the optimum solution for all these concerns. Based on the studies this paper has summarized the most important features that the Privacy Assistant must include for the android platform.

- Organize the permission settings into set of universal user profiles
- Learn the privacy preferences of the users over the time
- Based on the learning ability, suggest the best privacy nudges to determine the concernment level
- Determining the unique concernment level metric of the users
- Gaining the ability to semi-automatically configure the privacy preferences based on the concernment level
- Reduce the lack of awareness among the users regarding the privacy concerns

In this study there are two teams known as control and treatment team. The data are collected regarding the preferences over a week from the control team and then those collected data are analysed using machine learning techniques. The generated model was applied to the Personalized Privacy Assistant and results were tested out with the treatment team.
• Studying the interaction patterns of the user and refine the concernment level
• Ensure the collected data of the user’s interactions and preferences are stored securely
• Presenting an insight of the data scraping level of applications and services

With the evolution of smartphones, Internet of things and online tracking there are many privacy issues that arise. So the society is in need of an intuitive, effective, easy to manage solution to alleviate these issues with the minimum effort. The best solution is an introduction of a fully fledged Personalized Privacy Assistant. The assistant should comprise of the features that are listed above in the evaluation section.

The work can be further improved by studying, analysing the newly emerging privacy concerns and issues. By refining the machine learning algorithms and models the features can be improved further to make the solution more effective.
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